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Top CBD Oils for 2019 Ranked

Canabyst releases first unbiased ranking of CBD Oil brands for consumers based on computer algorithm
BOCA RATON, Fla. ? July 8, 2019 /Canna Newswire/ ]? Canabyst, a premium CBD product marketplace, is releasing the first
version of a completely unbiased ranking of CBD oil brands based on an aggregate of over 20 popular CBD review websites.
Canabyst does not review any CBD oils for this list, nor do they receive money directly from any CBD brands to appear on the list.
This includes affiliate payments, which drive many rankings. This removes any potential bias and allows the consumer to get a fair
picture of which CBD oils are getting high marks from various independent reviewers.
?After understanding the current CBD oil review space, we saw a glaring issue with many reviewers ranking brands based on paid
product reviews or affiliate program profits. We sought to remove this bias by creating our on proprietary algorithm to gather data
from as many quality sources as possible and rank the brands accordingly. We will continue to update our rankings quarterly to
create a fresh experience for CBD consumers,? said Jeffrey Herzog, co-founder at Canabyst.
The first version of the Canabyst CBD brands ranking includes 29 leading companies that qualified for the list. The list is expected
to grow over time as more brands qualify to be eligible. Some of the brands recognized in the top ten include: Bluebird Botanicals,
CBD Pure, Green Roads, NuLeaf Naturals, Joy Organics and CBDistillery. You can review the full rankings, as well more detail on
how the rankings were created on our Canabyst CDB Oil Reviews page. (https://www.canabyst.com/best-cbd-oil-reviews/)
About Canabyst
Founded in Boca Raton by digital marketing veteran Jeffrey Herzog, Canabyst is a hand curated online marketplace for premium
CBD products designed to improve consumers mood, fitness & recovery, beauty, pain management and general wellness. We're
committed to delivering the highest quality selection of healthful CBD products, from the best, most trustworthy CBD brands.
Follow Canabyst on social media:
Instagram: @canabystcbd | Twitter: @Canabyst Facebook: fb:/canabyst LinkedIn: li:/canabyst
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